
 

 

Brentwood Planning Board Meeting Minutes 10.6.22 
Present:   Kristin Aldred Cheek – Chairperson  

Bruce Stevens – Vice Chair Doug Finan Ned Matson 
Jon Morgan Stefanie Kizza Paul Kleinman 
Brian West Mark Kennedy Kate Locke-Parks 

 
Town Planner: Glenn Greenwood 
Meeting held at Brentwood Town Hall 

 

Open Public Hearing 

Aldred Cheek opened the work session. 

The two big topics the Planning Board is trying to address are affordable housing and rural character. 

The law states we have to provide “reasonable and realistic” opportunities for the development of 

workforce housing including rental and multifamily housing. Things to consider would be where things 

are built, density, lot sizes and house sizes. 

Kennedy discusses what drives the cost of housing, starting with land, lot requirements are currently 2 

acres and 200’ of road frontage. Kennedy explains that Homeowners Associations drive up the cost of 

living adding another cost for homeowners. Kennedy suggests cutting the lot size requirements in half. 

The second thing driving costs is house size or square footage. Limiting house size reducing lot size while 

also incorporating some aspects of workforce housing and integrating these things into the current 

residential ordinances, for example 20% of new homes meet these criteria, would make housing more 

affordable. Kennedy believes there should not be a section of town dedicated to workforce housing but 

that it should be mixed in throughout the town. This would allow for the value of these homes to 

increase which allows for increased taxation, which is one of the downfalls of workforce housing, when 

you cap an increased value, you cap taxation. This would add small amounts of density throughout the 

town rather than clusters of density in a designated area.  

Stevens asks Aldred Cheek if the Board will refer to this as affordable housing as defined by HUD. Aldred 

Cheek responds no; we need to provide a mix of housing that is accessible to a range of people.  She 

believes the income restrictions and the caps on property values make it difficult for the property to 

appreciate over time; providing opportunities for people to build something more affordable because it 

is by design more affordable is more ideal. Stevens states density is the way to make housing more 

affordable. Kennedy suggests restricting house size, number of floors and or bedrooms if possible. 

Stevens would like the opportunity to hear from someone from the New Hampshire Housing Alliance or 

Rockingham Planning Commission regarding workforce/affordable housing. 

Lock-Parks would like the Board to consider the Amherst Development Regulations. West suggests 

multifamily housing, this will limit housing size and prevent expanding workforce homes. Stevens 

suggests bringing back the lot size but soil type. Kizza is concerned that if you reduce lot size, and the 

goal is to make these homes affordable for many years to come, any addition to the home would 

increase the value making it less affordable, is there a way to restrict this from happening? Kizza 

believes it is within homeowner’s rights to expand their home. Stevens states that is why HUD limits the 

selling price. Kizza asks if there is a difference between workforce housing and affordable housing. 

Kennedy responds yes, workforce housing is very restrictive. Workforce housing is housing which is 

intended for sale and is affordable to a household with an income of no more than 100% of the median 



 

 

income for a 4 person household for the metropolitan area or county. Workforce housing also means 

rental housing. The Board agrees that the cons of strict requirements and the capping of home values 

outweigh the benefits.  

Lock-Parks asks how long the workforce housing ordinance was on the books before being removed by 

town vote. It was on the books for 3 years. Lock-Parks asks if anything good came of having this 

ordinance. Several communities were built. Lock Parks asks why the town’s people removed the 

ordinance. Letty Bedard, Middle Road, states the people’s reasoning was they felt “we have enough.” 

Bedard states the workforce housing ordinance was on the books from 2009-2012.  

Aldred Cheek states the reality is that having workforce housing in a section of town, makes the homes 

more affordable. Having these homes close to the highways, in less desirable areas where land values 

are lower makes them affordable. Matson states being close to the highway can be an advantage to 

some. Aldred Cheek states we can have a multifamily zone but that single family homes must be 

scattered throughout. Stevens states that Autumn Lane is a good example of workforce housing. 

Kennedy suggests allowing duplexes. 

Aldred Cheek states we need to provide opportunities for rentals and starter homes.  

Multifamily district requires 20 acres and a minimum of 6 units. The state allows for twice this amount. 

Kleinman asks why caps were built into the previous workforce housing ordinance. Stevens responds 

that is how HUD maintains affordability. Kennedy states these are supposed to be starter homes and in 

order to maintain their affordability you need to maintain its size and integrity; this will allow it to 

fluctuate with market value. Kennedy looks at this as a way to accomplish several goals with the least 

amount of restrictions. Finan states affordable housing is currently at $467,000, minus the cost of land, 

septic, well, and driveway that does not allow for much to build the actual home. Stevens states several 

months ago Town Planner Greenwood, who is not present this evening, had stated that having a 

housing authority would allow developers to build these units with no land cost which is how you create 

affordable housing. 

Aldred Cheek questions whether or not the Board needs to follow HUD or if they can create a defensible 

ordinance without it.  

Mixed use zones were discussed, in the future this would be beneficial in the Town Center. 

Kizza will look into Chief Bird’s concerns from last night’s meeting, road length and width, etc. 

Bedard asks about impact fees for the highway department. This will be discussed with Greenwood. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Jillian Benedix 

Administrative Assistant 

Brentwood Planning Board 

 


